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FOR NEARLY

MUSIC
OF
AMERICA!
popular songs...
the hits of today

and the endutlng

standards of tomorrow.

production numbers...
hit

tunes from the

most successful

Broadway shows, past and present, and
notable Hollywood musical films

rhythm and blues...
new

Latin

tempos, favorite blues, syncopation

and |an— all unmistakably American.

folk

songs...

work songs,

play songs, regional songs,

mirroring the history of the American people.

sacred music...
liturgical

music, songs of

faith,

gospel

hymns

expressing the religious beliefs of Americans,

symphonic and
concert works...
great classics, daring innovators as well

as creators

In traditional

patterns

More than 3,900
to the extensive

and publishers
new works

writers

are constantly adding

ASCAP repertory,

The American Society of Composers, Authors
sis MAtisok miut. atw rom 22, a.

If you are interested in seeing and hearing Ibis lovely
instrument, write for the name of your nearest dealer.

INSTRUMENTS OF QUALITY

THE

100

YEARS
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How

does a famous team of collaborators work togelber to
produce a successful stage piece, such as "Oklahoma!"?

Here's the answer in this intriguing story of

T he long-awaited
Bton of

film

“Oklahoma!* bring-

»«the

first of the fabulous Rodgers and
Haminrrslein hits to the screen, and
litis is quite as it should be. Ever
since its Broadway opening in 1943,
the history of “Oklahoma!* has been
an unbroken series of “firsts" and
“mosls.” It began the trend by which

Ihe musical

comedy public

not only

accepted but welcomed mature plays,
with dramatic continuity rather than
slapstick,

and with music as a

logical

emotional expression rather than an
interruption.

When

a

Special

play dosed

the

on Broadway, in 1948,

Award from

it

had earned

the

Pulitzer

Prize Committee; had been seen by
more than 4,51X1.000 persons: hod
grossed over 37,000,000: had paid
off its backers by over 2.500 1;, : and

had become the world’s box-office
champion.
More than 2.000.000
“Oklahoma!” sheet music
and over 800.000 record albums had
been sold before audiences outside
New York had seen the show, and the
copies of

touring company

The

is still on the road.
film version of “Oklahoma!”

bears the same imprint of accuracy

and integrity. In order to assure
themselves of exactly the presentation
they want, the authors produced the
picture themselves, forming the Rodgers and Hammerstcin Pictures Corporation especially for the purpose.

Months Were spent seeking an auSome 250.000 miles
of western country were scrutinized
by air, train and automobile to find
thentic setting.

a location without modern developments. The choice finally fell
on a
valley near Nogales,
Arizona, rich in
green pastures and wonderful
cloud
formations in a sky free of airplanes.

When

the

site

had

been

chosen,

months elapsed before a special pluming of special corn grew high
as an
elephant’s eye which was
measured
at seven feet, eight inches,

the Todd- AO process,

Filmed

in

“Oklahoma!"

was

directed by Academy Award w
inner Fred Zinnrmann. with a cast
in-

cluding

Cordon

MacRae,

Shirley

Grahame

and Eddie Albert.
The
numbers were designed by
Agnes de Mille who staged the
ballet,

•lance

m

the original

And an

Broadway production.
important part went to Burnt,

R

Linn who made her debut at a child
lancer in the original production.
Rut the greatest distinction “Oklahoma!” enjoys is the fact that it represents Ihe

first

collaboration between

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II. Roth R and
known along Shubert

H, as they arc
Alley, had

high regard la-fore they joined

won

w

for this traditionally senior entertain-

ment. One of the judges was Mr. H.
Their close friendship dates from this
lime. Turning professional while still
in his ’teens. Mr. R had his share of
beginner's

rick Gaieties”
still

work

their

as a team. Both

R

and

II

New Yorkers and attended Columbia College. Both their lathers
were named William Ithev call their
music publishing firm Williamson,,
and both their wives are named Dorothy. Both had such hard sledding
duriug their apprentice years tint
arc

they nearly gave up. Mr. R considerjob in the garment industry.
tng a

Mr.
fice.

ups and downs, making

his firat solid

success with “The Gar(1922) while lie was

forces,

H

-pending a year in a law ofBoth bring revrrenre to their

a

student

at

The

Institute

of

Musical Art. The revue was written
with Lorenz Hart, Between 1925 and
1943, the
death,

the

of Hart's untimely
pnir collaborated on 29

year

musicals, 13

motion

pictures,

most ‘HIO songs, many
Oscar Hammerstcin
into a
is

famous

named

for

II

theatrical

his

and

al-

sung.

still

was born
family. 11c

grandfather,

the

Hammerstcin who gave New
York the Manhattan 0|iern Company,
Oscar

the only serious rival the Metropoli-

ever had. His father managed
Hammerslein's Vicluria Music Hall:
his uncle, Arthur, was a lending proYoung Mr. H wrote the book

tan

R began picking out tunes on
piano at the age of four, and

Mr.
Ihe

iluccr.

camp show

at

fourteen. At sixteen,

while a freshman al Columbia, brwrote the score for the Varsity show
of that year (1918), the first Ircsh-

ETlDE—SEPTF.ilBEH IMS
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by Rose Hcylbut

and H.

snd lyrics lor the Columbia Varsity
show ol 1910. Two years later, his
uncle gave him his chance in the
{Continued on Page 44)
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Oscar

lluniinci-slcin 11 (r.

)

and Director Fred

Utah’s Sin fj in f/ Ambassadors
of Goodwill

MUSIC VS. GUNS
A

valuable technical point

in the

master’s teaching procedure

is

revealed in this personal recollection
of the noted d' Albert.

by A.

'/,

Henderson

Eugene d'Albert Iterea/s lloir
Liszt Prepared for Settles

An ovation for rondurlor,

“ Music

and

CM GENE

D'ALBERT was

born

in

Glasgow, at
Newton Terrace,
on April 10, 1864, received bis early
education, and lived there till he ivos
12 years of age. Although he is generally called a Scottish pianist

so classed,

him
his

it

difficult

is

as such with
father,

and

is

to describe

any exactness, for

Charles

Louis d'Albert,

dance music composer,
was French, while his motlier. Annie
the celebrated

Rowell, was a Newcastle lady. Indeed.
d'Albert himself has told me that

Frampii*

d'Albert. his grandfather on

his father's side,

of cavalry

had been a captain

in tire

army

of the great

profitable to teach

dunning and com-

He

settled for

a time in
Newcastle, where be married in 1862.
Afterwards, he came to Scotland,

made

his

mained

home

in

Conservatoire. Afterwards lie was appointed ballet-master at Covent Car-

den Theatre, London, but soon relinquished the position, finding it more
Mr. Henderson has been organist
and choirmaster of the University ol
Glasgow, Scotland, for the pa-t 48 years,
from which position he wiU retire at the
end of this month. Ed. Note)
t

—

have a steady sale.
At the age of twelve, Eogene d' Albert won a scholarship at the oewhfounded National Training Coflegr of
Music. London later the Rovai Cob

Glasgow, and releast a doxen

—

there for at

years, when he retired to London.
Charles d'Albert. who was a personality as well as an excellent teach-

dancing classes at the
Queen s Rooms. Glasgow. These became the fashion, and everybody who
aspired to be anybody went to them;
and as a girl, my mother went with

As a youngster. Eugene d'Albert
frequently attended the classes—
niv
mother said lie always wore red stockings
and he would often lake a
dancer's place to complete

—

Music —where be studied with
Sullivan. Stainer, and Paucr. Here he
lege of

made

brilliant progress, particularly

piano playing and

in

composition,

and was a *'w under," not only to his
fellow students but also to his leacii-

i

Kearns, member

Carroll D,

the time he was 16, he was ab
ready one of the finest younger pianists in

Europe and.

vice of Richter,

lie

Con-

gress I'om Pennsylvania, holds the dis-

being the only member ol
body who is also a professional

tinction of
this

musician.

Cangrrssman Kearns was

for-

merly active as a concert baritone, a
radio artist, a conductor, and supervisor
of public school music. What he has to
say concerning the cnlue of music as
a force for creating international pood
Kill

is

tremendous

of

ETUDE deems
By

ol

to

it

significance

.

privilege to hr able

a

present this truly dramatic story.—

to

Germany,

'0DAY

a

new

spirit

seems to have

gripped the hearts of man. The
President of the

willingness of the

became associated with Germany
through his concert touts and recitals

summit parley ol the "Big Four."
and the earnest efforts of these world

ny

a

composer ot dance mush
had a great vogut

Cliarles d'Albert

His

Sweetheart's

Irails,

Sultan'

" e" Yuuurme
were
everywhere and must have

20 years horn I8W1910 he had the reputation there of
being the greatest living pianist
While

I

was a

student

in

Berlin,

1900-1902, d'Albert was at the height
of his fame. A recital by him meant
n

crowded house, and

his series of

1

most vivid

I

Continued on Page

50)

United States to

leaders to

go

to

work out a

mutual understanding,
tile

greatest step

has injected a

international air

I9SS

for a

blueprint ol

may

well

be

towards peace that

the world has ever
it

Geneva

known.

Certainly

freshness into the
that

is

stimulating

alter our having lived so long
musty odor of gunfire.

12
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these

men

lies

the discretion

of deciding whether the

Atom

shall

be used towards a golden era of peace
and prosperity, or for war and ultimate annihilation. We can readily
understand the eagerness with which
these heads ol government met. and
their sincere attempts to reach a har-

mony

of

create

new borders— peaceful, endur-

mind and

licart

that will

ing borders that are protected through
and understanding. We
friendship

border* of the
such as the deep trench of the

trust replacing those
11

life

and

for at least

With

Ed. Note)

acting on the ad-

went

where lie became a pupil of LisrL
More and more. d'Albert's musical

a set for

played

Germany. (Above) Mr. Kearns.

KEARNS

It.

the Lancers. Quadrille,
or other
square dance: and although only
a

boy of eight or nine at the time,'
he
would also play for an occasional

in Dosvcldoef.

and orchestra

voloivlv

is the language of common understanding,
understanding peace will be found.
’

in

BY CARROLL

still

er, established

the rest!

Eugene d'Albert 's father was also a
musician and received a good training. having been a piano pupil of the
celebrated Kalkhrenncr in Paris: and
he also studied dancing there at the

sold by thousands. Indeed, I learned
recently that these old lavorilrv. while
they may no longer be “fashionable''

pose dance music; and in this latter
de|iartnient of the art he was extremely successful.

ETL’DE—SEPTEMBER

I'ISS

in the

past,

Maginot Line and the divisive 38th
parallel of Korea, which were guarded
by growling cannon and roaring
Yrs. the hard

Age and

of the Atomic

facts

the deep yearning for peace

is

shared by

little,

and
have combined to make manda-

tory

a

realistic

that

all

people, hig

to

achieve a

peace that has eluded us so long.
"music," the universal language
and one of the great common denomifor

If so,

impnrlanl role

to play in

challenging

the poor record of "guns" in settling

men’s differences.
I became very conscious of the need
minimize the military and the
monetary and to embark on a proof cultural wooing in our forwhen I was invited by
Colonel George S. Howard. Director
of the United Stales Air Force Band
and Orchestra, to accompany his

to

gram

eign relations

symphony
ago

last

orchestra to Iceland a year
February, and to he guest

conductor on four programs there.

Many people do not realize dial
one of our most strategic air bases in
the North Atlantic is in Iceland. They
Iceland

picture

as

a

lava

island,

without trees, out in a cold sea some-

—

—

the

and that is true hut with
Gulf Stream close by and because

of expectancy and hope mighl well be
the harbinger of a spiritual and cul-

of

the

tural approach to this age-old quest

colder than

effort

lasting peace- This

new atmosphere

where-

there,

many
the

hot

springs

located

temperature seldom gels
23 above zero. So nei-

An

Orchestra Member’s Check List

CIIOHM. PEP IWT WK\T
Edited by George Hoicerton

Editorial

The College Treble Chorus
Its

Composition, Effective Accompaniment,

and Suitable Music

A

Highly

Significant Step

,

RADIO-TELEVISION

B.1VP

Ilf

P IKnil VT

Edited by William D. Revclli

Theodor Uppman. Then,

while

NBC*

TV

presents crooner Perry Como in
the first of a scries of variety shows

on Saturday evening, September

same network's

the

17,

"Spectaculars"

Discipline Improves Your

will offer television viewers two con-

trasting bills of fare. On Sunday evening, September 11, Helen Hayes and

Mary Martin will co-star in a twohour production of Thornton Wilder's
"The Skin of Our Teeth," with George
Abbott and Florence Herd, and on the
same spot, on September 19, a brandnew musical version of "Our Town."
starring Frank Sinatra, will receive
its premiere. Jimmy Van Hrusen and
Sammy Calm have written the score,
while David Shaw
book from Thorton

Marching Band

ha> adapted the
Wilder's Pulitarr

Price-winning play.

Early

fall

also finds

WQXR,

Lo-

New York City and dedicated
good music of every kind, bringing

cated in
to

Fall

music via radio to

Programs

mure homes

a potential million

titan ever before, doe to

the great increase in power from

new 50,000- watt

It is

its

ex-

pect rd that WQXR'* daytime programs will he heard as far north as
Albany and in Massachusetts, Rhode
Island and the whole of Long Island,
while the evening programs will be
heard more regularly in the eastern
stales and m Canada.

Promise Much Enjoyment
for

transmitter.

Music Lovers

by Edwin

If.

Jones

Let's talk right

more than

in

and

training

any other /arm

o/

participation ,

masiral

discipline

proves to be of grave and paramount
Too frequently, discipline

importance.

A man

A

preview of September programs on Radio and
TV with a special story on Percy Faith.

by Albert

who

believes

Fassett presents the tape recordings

he

who

treats

music in symphonic

I

excerpts from the "Christmas
Oratorio" sung by the Vienna

Boys

Choir, and several of the Brandenburg Concert! played under the conductorship of Fritz Rieger in the first
broadcast from Germany’s world-

famous Bach festival, whose concerts
nave never before been heard outside

made during

the summer of highRed Rocks Festival
September 4 and II) in Denver,

lights

ol

the

Colorado. Saul Caston conducting the
Denver Symphony; the Aspen, Colorado, Festival (September 181. featuring orrhestral music conducted by
Hans Schwiegrr; the Bachwoehe Ans-

baeh

Festival

I

September 251, with

In simulcast.

ABC’s “Voice

of

Firestone" begin, its fall
season by
presenting soprano Elaine
Malbin on
September 5 and. on
consecutive
evenings thereafter, baritone

Monday
Thomas

L.

do trhat they should
means for the developattitudes which when acquired

forcing people to

ment of
rangers,

P
of all, CBS Radio's '‘WorM**Music
Festivals" reach a peak this month
when, on Sunday afternoons, James

pop-

will result in the

both

Thomas; soprano Roberta

Peters; and. in joint appearance,
so-

prano Dolores Wilson and
baritone

kinds of

fashion, has a

new radio program which
as a warm September brings
the fruit, the month promises this

giving
da, tather than a

J. Elias

UST

J

year to bring the best in a variety of

in

radio listeners an equal share of

is satisfy-

ing devotees of a variety of music
well os himself.

"I want
Faith, “to

as

phase

YOUR

obedience.”

songstress Gisrle

now famous rendition of Daev
Crockett Woody Herman getting in
a few licks on his clarinet, and Anahid nnd

Maro Ajemian performing a
Henry Cowell piece for violin and
I

Continued on Page 59)

L

well dis-

the value

to be a suc-

saves time,

f

2

your

greatest

factor

1 saves energy, and (3)
weapon by which you

Discipline, to the average director,

are forced to battle against careless-

the

extreme of

on

strictness.

You may say. “If I have to be
mean and cross to have discipline.
I’ll
do without it." Can you have
and still handle your band
members with kindness and thought-

discipline

ETVDE—SEPTEMBER

precuion and polish.
can you and I get the job done
niceties of

ness

we

nnd disorder?

have

you have a talented drillyour person-

if

the heat of your desire will

upon the quality of

effect

disciplinary ability.

Itis

have bet-

will

and respect yon more, if
you become adept on the giving and

ter discipline

timing of verbal commands. Even if
you have a drillmaster who regularly
I

drills

your band for you,

director,

to

the

drill

sionally, giving exact

directions

How
if

in

a

will help

it

YOU,

as

group occa-

commands and

snappy,

well-timed

Giving Commands, Yon will give a
better if you practice it.

command
your

In
for

team the facings
example, and then combine phypracticing,

First Steps. It will help you, once

you have decided to strive for better
in your marching band,
to sit and list your personal qualities.
If
your list contains words and

Check

phrases snch as 111

"TION!" (Shuny

discipline

willingness to work,

I95S

Even

niBstcr for your band,

and
have an
ality

the morale of your band for

can accomplish.

is
reasonable order. If any extreme
however, your
is to be considered,
marching bond will probably be more

successful if you, as director, err

— you

potential!

Your marching hand

Discipline is

in the success or mediocrity of your
marching band. Yes, discipline fl)

you as a director. And gives you and
your hand more time and a better
opportunity to concentrate on those

a trained condition of order

ing an urge to command

distinction.

and

is

exactness, (4) efficiency, 15) a lover
of things military, and (6) possess-

will build pride all

Discipline also builds respect lor

lu Iness?

I9SS

Achievement

through the ranks of your band. You
I. and our youngsters, love success! We want to be pointed to as
people possessing merit, quality, and

and

ciplined ? Welister says “discipline

18
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Mr.

studenl-trainiag,

marching band

band

help you and your
cess.

give* you a

S

he will schedule soprano Bidu Sayao
and jazx pianist Errull Gamer for the

MacKenzie, tenor Jan Peeice and
duo-pianists Ferrantr and Teicher;
or pop singer Bill Hayes giving his

of

Jones proves why his hands at Baiter
Kansas, have won so many
first-place prizes.— Ed. Note)
Springs,

I

same program; or

of self-

controL In the following discussion of
this

my program." say* Percy
run the gamut." As a re-

sult,

on the Sunday afternoon Woolworth Hour. “What's New in Mnsic."

development

now about

of discipline, as related to the marching band. Discipline will certainly

ambition, (2)
f

3

1

a believer in

Stand with your

feel

about

fifteen

inches apart. Say, "Rand altenTION!”

your

voice

and

inflection.

should involve diaphragmatic action and should be the

MUSIC

IN

TOKYO

a

’

.

—

1

)

.

ACCORDIONIST’S PAGE
Historical background of the

Teacher’s Roundtable

instrument which has

by Theresa Costello

other matters.

NO CONFUSION, PLEASE

On

a

clue, or else to direct

page 23 o/ the issue for March,
list the three composers

in your opinion, wrote best for
the piano: Chopin, Liszt and Mostkowski. Is this Moszkowski the same

confusing,

C. A.

Moriu

opinion on why 'serious
as a rule like to wear their hair long.

C„ Mew York

Moszkowski is nol
who was featured

clipped

pay lor regular hairwuls, and long
hair becontei a set habit with them
as they get older, no matter what their
successes may be. Others claim that
it is supposed to be a bodge of the
music profession, fust like Spanish
matadors u at pig-tails. Still others

Nicholas Miaskovskv

ETliDE.
Moszkowski is the composer of
many piano pieces. His “Spanish
Dances" (duet, and also an orchestral version . the Serenade, Waltz in
E major. Love
altz,
Etincelles
ISparkst have been and remain very
in

I

W

popular, apart from being excellent
teaching pieces, effective for recitals.
I

often hear the Spnnish Dances

and

showmanship.

certainly true that

It is

long hair was often an essential part
of the nineteenth century virtuoso's

He was one of the wittiest
musicians who ever lived. Shortly
1925.

after my graduation from the Paris
Conservatory I had the honor of performing li*is Concerto in E major
tremendously brilliant one under

—

Ilia

of

direction.

tlic

if

—

After the concert. I
he had another work

same character. “Oh
"and it is the

answered,

concerto ever written."

My

yes."

he

greatest

delight

grew dim when he added, with a twinkle in his eye: "Indeed it is. it lasts
one whole hour. Nobody ever plays

of

style.

Even

who cling to the
wear it much longer

those

custom don’t
than many business acquaintances I

Well, this conclusion in itself pro^

gear went oul o' the window together
with flashy but empty pyrotechnics

and

much

C. A.

'/., Canada. “ Would you by
any chance be able to provide me with

of

the

old-fashioned

London
fherefore,
what could
lie
more
natural for him than to wear a mane?
still

is,

in

Paderewski.

On the Continent at
conservatory students— includmyself followed the tradition.
Many of them still do. But the “busiIrasl,

—

ing

'»

now generally preferred.

hear it applied to programs made
up
of contemporary concoctions
notable
for

heir obscurity

and discord, of
the kind which neither the audience
nor

I

thr

composers

make anything

themselves can
out of, though the

is

its

pres-

comparatively new,

wooden box. It was
reeds were
was possible to create

their reeds in a

free-vibrating

until

not

UBed that

it

instruments.

Free*vibrating

permitting the tongue of the reed to

difference. In fact, some of

Recently I attended a lecture on
the interpretation of Chapin and now
I am more confused than ever with

regard to the fwdaUng. According la
outstanding educator, the rests

this

slurs must be heard,
but according la the /icdal signs in

that

would be

impossilde.

Should one ignore these markings and
where the music calls
for it? Should one rely on the edition
one uses for pedaling?
With reference to the Waltzes, it
seems that when the artists play them,
release the pedal

they depress the pedal on the first
beat and release it on the second. Is
it the general rule to use this T'ienneie

pedaling? What are the best
of Chopin's compositions?
I

In
right

my

Miss ) V. M.

D. C.

opinion, the educator was

and your edition

opinions differ and
dozen editions you
pedal markings are
as the fingerings.

if

is

wrong

But

you consult

will

hammered out of various metals, or
a thin elastic strip

a

of cane.

The

dis-

tinguishing feature of the Cheng,
which led eventually to die invention
of the harmonium and accordion, was
its

free-vibrating reeds, sounded

by

drawing in the breath through the
mouthpiece. Although instruments
with free-vibrating reeds were used
throughout the OricnL they were uot
known in Europe until introduced

18th century. The

great organ builders:

Albert

Van Os

notation

remotely so. At best

is

in

America,

ail

enclosed

show that in a comparativetime the accordion in its pres form has grown into its own and is

Statistics

only a hint, upon which one con
personally develop. Besides, pedaling

ent

the piano used and the acoustics of
each studio, parlor or auditorium.

slrumrnti of the musical family follow
ing closely the piano in general popu-

Then

larity.

it

must become

a sort of auto-

matic reaction on the part of
Continued on Page 43

the

ly short

Through

this

department ETUDE

1955

lias

(

also

reeds that strike

is,

The

accor-

free-vibrating reeds

which

edges of

their sockets.

are fastened by an opening in one
end; the free end vibrates when set

subjected to a current

inventor of

the

portable

The

the

was

organ,

(177 A.D.). the patron

first

Buscluuann ol Berlin, which he called
it
was given
bass buttons and an oblong

a Handoiinc. In 1829,

shape

1810, Gabriel Grcnie'. using a

In

bellows

Orguc

mechanism,
Expressif.

a

invented

the

reed -organ

in

which the tone could be swelled or
later developed into the

Harmonium

by Erard, Kratzenstcin

was
1822 by

accordion

actual

proiiahly the one invented in

ments of portable organs have been
found in Italy dating from 63 A.D.

four

by

Damien

of

called tile Accordion.

Vienna, and
The four bass

buttons sounded two bass notes and
the corresponding two

The

treble

hod ten

major chords.
The later in-

keys.

struments had two rows of 21 treble
made in both diatonic and chrokeys,

organ

the

The chro-

builder, and Debain. Erard also in-

the chromatic accordion.

vented the Piano Organise, a piano
with a reed and bellows attachment
for sustaining the tones. Meanwhile,

matic keyboard known as the ianko
Keyboard was an invention o( Paul
von Janko (1856-1919) of Totis,
Hungary, a mathematician at the
Berlin University. It was formed of
six contiguous keyboards, had the

Harmonium was improved by
(bom 1815 at Havre),

Victor Mustel

the inventor of the Celeste. A later
development in free-reed instruments

gained popularity.

The
cordion

is

the reed-organ,

advantage of fingering

a

small
Regal,

or. if it had two pipes for each digital. a pair ol Regals. It could sometimes be folded up like a large hook,
or Bible, hence the name Bible-RcgaL

The American Organ and

the Vocawere later improvements, the
former using a suction mechanism.
The distinction between these instrution

The

all

scales alike,

and gave the hand control over a
much larger compass.
In
the

direct forerunner of the ac-

portable instrument called a

ct tone-production by the reeds.

Ed. Note
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the

Cecilia

St.

readers will he informed on all things
accordion.

I
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when

the

air.

Historically,

Portative,

wag the Seraphine, introduced into
England 1826 by Schultz. Its tone
though, was coarse and it never

organ

fin view of the ever increasing popuof the accordion. ETUDE has
decided to include a monthly accordion
department, under the editorship of
Theresa Costello, well knoun in the
larity

accordion field.
it

ing reeds), thst

diou

saint of Christian music; but frag-

wind-gauge; and Jnhann Klemm of
Philadelphia (1737), builder of the

notice that

it,

vibrate

of

the

first

of

reeds arc not enclosed, they are attached to a frame at one end only,

(1120) of Utrecht; Father Nikolaus
Faber (13591. who built the first
organ in Germany: Christian Fonier
11610), of Wettin, inventor of the

different, os well

Advanced pedaling

a very elusive and delicate matter.
Since it is utterly impossible to make
is

a precise representation
nol. very

The Cheng, or Chinese mouthorgan, was considered a sacred instrument in the Confueian ceremonies.
The body was formed out of a gourd
fitted with 17 bamboo reeds of various lengths. The reeds were east or

into Russia in the
editions

II..

Regal contained “beating" reeds

called striking, percussion, or imping-

it

portable

I

lived, wore one. So did Chopin
and
Anton Rubinstein, and nearer to ns

the accordion in

form

gradual evolution from an an-

ing mouthpiece.

style.
A sensational new
virtuoso was called "the Lion of the

the

for |>iani*ts

HILE

ent

a

is

cient Chinese instrument called the
Cheng, composed of free vibrating
reeds and blown into by an extend-

makes no

bravura
season

But

of the Accordion

The Evolution

W
it

CHOPIN PEDALING

and phrasing or

ncMhrok"

“I am greatly interested in tracing
the origin of the term 'long hair' as
applied to classical music," writes

tail.

with-

the greatest ones ore bald-headed.

my edition

“long hair for musicians
seems to be going more and more out

Kscamillo would

hair.

bag of tricks.
"Xotvadays though," C. A. M. con •

Neither did I...,

LONG HAIR

his

never have dared enter the ring
out his pig

eludes,

the Serenade over the air.

Mosskowski was not a Russian, but
a Pole, born in Breslau. For many
years he taught in Berlin, then migrated to Paris, where he died in

asked him

synonymous for “high-lalulitiV
Le mot de la fin:
Samson lost his power when Deiiiaii

Miaskovsky who was

"
featured as “composer of the month
1954 issue? I know that
Russian transliteration is sometimes
in the April

No.

former may go into rcstast becaiue
it is smart and fashionable to do so.
Then, “long hair" is more or less

n

"I would also like to

1954, you

who,

as the Nicolas

now come

such widespread popularity,

into

Maurice Dumesnil, Mus. Doc. discourses on various
composers, “long hair” musicians, Chopin pedaling and

1829. Sir Charles Wheatstone,
English physicist, invented the

Concertina, a portable frec-rccd instrument, hexagonal in shape. It had
a

compass of

octaves

tained the enharmonic

and conWheat-

scale.

stone also invented the Aeolina, a
small frec-rccd instrument
like

somewhat

the Harmonica, or mouth-organ.

(Benjamin Frankiio had also invented
an Armonica, an arrangement of muglasses, moistened in a trough
as they turned on a spindle. Melodics
sical

and chords could be played.)
The ( Continued on Page

56)
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How
to Practice
by Alexander
'T’HIS

it

(he lime of year

-* dents, bursting at the

when

alu-

fall

field of study is the
into several categories.

virtuoso player. This is fine

and may

lead to a rewarding lifetime of con-

Others

aim

at

listen to

Requirements tor

McCurdy

Teacher.

concertizing,

but

He

This seems too obvious to need (jointit has been my experience that students often are fascinated

much emphasir

by the idea of presiding at a big fourmanual console, while minimizing the
amount of bard work needed to reach
their goal.

Practice should be slow and thorough. An Italian proverb says: “The

more haste, the less speed.” Each step
should be mastered before passing on
to the next.

One should
Many students aim at mastering the
instrument, perfecting their musicianship and learning the art of choral
conducting sufficiently to function
creditably as organist-choirmaster of

a church. This is admirable; there
are never enough first-rate organiatchoinn asters to go around. Our
churches need and deserve the very
best men available.
There is still another type of student whose eventual aim is to become
a musical director. This type of stuis less interested in mastering

dent

the pipe organ than in “learning the
patter." In this

way

he will be able

to sound authoritative when giving
orders to some other organist per-

forming under his direction. Of
more need be said.

this

type, no

All these types of student have, at

opening weeks of the

least in the

season,

work

at

commendable
hand.

As

seal

teachers

for
It

is

tell them you are going
them; then you tell them; and
you tell them you have told

them. The

maxims

herein expressed,

repealed often enough,

if

may

even-

tually sink in.

All right, youngsters

will

The student should he

make

little

progress.

If

one

background prepa-

ration. he might be wise to defer the
beginning of organ study. By doing

so he

may make

greater progress

in

the long run.

The organ student must be meticu-

He

must be willing to spend
hours on end in a darkened church,
lous.

working

at uninteresting

(but valu-

able! exercises for pedals only,
for
one hand and pedals and finally
for
both hands and pedals.

The student must be patient enough
to prepare these exercises with great
care, avoiding mistakes

to us to capitalise on this enthusiasm
it along productive lines.
There is a well-known rule of pedagogy that to impress a fact upon

tell

unless he has adequate keyboard

preparation.

fluent enough at the piano to play
Bach two-and-three-part inventions, or their equivalent. He must
be able to sight-read pretty readily,

the

or he

is deficient in this

for accuracy from the start.
Golfers
say of a player that his
swing is
•grooved”; that is. that he has
acquired tlxc habit of addressing

students you
to

up organ study

the

and guide

finally

«• all

not take

fall

up

—gather round

what Ik has

unlearn

first

In order to benefit from practice,
student must want to practice.

the

ing out; but

Those whose
pipe organ

now and

teams with

begin trooping back to classroom and
studio for the scholastic year.

and

striving

the

ball in a certain

way without

think-

ing about the mechanics of
what he
doing..

“grooved"
trapped in

Now.

if

incorrectly,
a

t|,c

swing

is

the placer

vicious cycle.

is

The more

he practices, the worse he
plavs.
In very similar fashion, if
a
dent memorises a passage
with

worse

ia

learned

other words, than

an Artistic Career

To

aonir musicians

this

An interview

tedious

and seemingly unrewarding drudgery
is unendurable. It has to be done,
however. One cannot build, in music
a
as

in

and gratification, that he lias achieved
independence of hands and feel.
Until
dent,

this stage

is

no matter hew

is little

and

more than

reached the

stu-

gifted musically,

When

a "tap dancer
as the saying

this occurs,

ought

it

he impressed on the student
although
tuosity,

me

that

tile

student, in

addition to perfecting his technique,
for

suggestions are of value to the student
the student

To my

is

willing to

great disappointment

I

am constantly finding students who
are unwilling to take direction. They
are unwilling to read an editor's suggestions as to

played.

how a

They balk

Now,

is

it

a

dent to have a
the

final

<

piece should be

at reading prefaces.

fine thing for the sin-

mind

lias

of his own. In

Continued on Page 391
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some very

an expe-

to speak with

definite opin-

bat

Szigeti.

“there

many pupils are poured into the same
Teachers assign the same
same pieces, and try to
them played in the same way,

mold.

it

at every turn.

Szifteti

He must encourage

the pupil to have confidence, to believe in himself

and his ideas.

If the

pupil ha* a strong talent and shows
musical imagination, he should be

only when
done that is contrary
and style of the mu-

pretation and corrected

something

is

the spirit

to

'Today," said Mr.

In the case of a 14-ycar-oid.
quite obviously his interpretations
will not be as mature as those of his
teacher: but he should be encouraged
sic.

them

nonetheless, for only

by such

studies, the

in

gel

encouragement can he acquire confidence in his imagination, and only by
his having confidence in it will his

quite regardless of the pupil's indi-

may be

that individuality

upon any more as a
Even among con-

not looked

ideas develop and mature. Errors of

precious possession.

taste must, of course, he checked, and

eertizing artists there is a deplorable

the reasons

why they are

errors should

uniformity of style. Thirty or forty

be carefully pointed out to the

stu-

In

dent In this war the pupil's taste
grow finer as his imagination
velops. Rut the teacher must not

will

ago

was very

it

different.

those days, the student could hear in
one season such different personalities
as Kreisler. Ysave.

man,'

the teaeher's comments and

—provided
listen.

And he

inns about them.

years

ought to be constantly striving
better musicianship as welL

him

on the problem* of
and the artist.

the student, the teacher,

viduality. It

with the intelligence.

Here

rience that enables

equal authority

to

not

the world-

has had rather ex-

day. Joseph Szigeti

is
is

among

violinists of the present

tensive leaching experience,

Ibst vir-

admirable,

an end in ilarif. Music-making is
done, not with hands and feet, but

seems to

alone

renowned

must become independent

feet

Thereafter the student progresses bv
leaps and bounds.
His progress may indeed be so

It

LMOST

a beginner. Hands

rapid that he becomes
on the pedal-hoards,”
goes.

Joseph

with

Secured by Harold Berkley

things, without a solid

tlicr

foundation.
And with the exercise of patience
ant* persistence, the drudgery has its
reward. A day finally arrives when
the organist discovers, with surprise

stu-

wrong

notes or Incorrect fingering,
he must

off, in

he had not practiced at all. Too
cannot he placed on
accuracy in every detail, right from
the beginning.
if

Eneseo,

viduality,

confor-

and

to a life in music, teaching

Standards should apply. 'There

being a

is

as

fine teacher as there is in the

de-

ability to play the

fall

Brahms

concerto

Beethoven or the

The

beautifully.

same qualities—knowledge, imagina-

interpretation is an error of taste.

much in one activity as in the
One quality the teacher should

men.
their indi-

Instead of being proud of
set

ward

playing concerts in and around his
home town, Mr. Szigeti said the same

tion.

seem afraid of
that

princi-

who had no thought oi a
who looked

into the easy habit of thinking that

ami other artists of
It was an educahear and compare the varied

qualities

responsibility

Asked how these ideas and

ples applied to die student o( average

any departure from his own ideas of

“Most stndents. and not only music
students,

a

is

must shoulder gladly

instructor."

Kochanski.

Spalding. Elttinn.

tion to

dint die teacher

talent

cretizing career, but

Thibaud. Huher-

Kubelik.

strong individuality.
styles of these

judgment. This

them

apart

from

“in short, the pupil must Ik trained
and guided so that when he is in his
later Jems he can be his own teacher,
thinking and feeling for himself. This
is

a task for the teacher

lenge. too, (or

come

it

means

and a

chal-

that he must

individuality

—arc

and which he should
in

his

pupils:

needed

strive to

ns

odter.

have,

develop

the ability to invent

exercises, or adaptations of studies,
for

that

the mastering of any

may

arise.

difficulty

He should be

able to

to understand both the mentalthe musical instinct of each

meets with a technical challenge. As

herd.

student and work with cae.h one ac-

For the music student such an attitude
and the teacher should com-

cordingly. drawing out his talent and
giving him confidence in his musical

an example, the sudden change from
fast bowing to slow bowing and hack

be indis-

others, they strive rather to

tinguishable

members

of

the

is fatal,
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ity

and

again

is

I

Continued on

Page 521

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
An

essential part of the School

W lull
being

is

Music Program

contemporary music?

used

in

public

How

schools?

is

it

Here’s

an authoritative answer to both questions.

by Elizabeth Meloy

SHIRLEY KANES
Gay(J=uo)

Circus Capers

Grade 3*

<J = iat)

SARA FREED

Cr«de4l
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The American School March
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MUSIC

IN

TOKYO

FALL

(Continued from Page 21)
hundred years ago.^ Talking about

PIANO MUSIC

tr

HINDEMITH

N HOVHANESS

under the instructntunbera of Ihe de-

“The Cagaku as
Japan

may be

ela

groups. Tbcy ore:

I

from obi I nil.,-clumt
Korea: (2 1 Ancient
sic;

Japanese

(.11

|

riods

ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.

“It

composed alle
goes without

piece, of cllasdral

m

THE MANNES COLLEGE OF MUSIC
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
DIPLOMA

POST-GRADUATE DIPLOMA
MAJOR FIELDS OF STVDY:

of the

World History

countries whole tLyrespRUrclr

The Samai or Left dances
are those inlrndueed from China proper
and old Imloehina and those composed
originated.

atent.

Eogffab Composition

bul^

full

of eleginl

fdoMl'oMf'psycbo’logv

The

or Right

S^rhl’^cDCM"*

DIVISION
REGISTRATION,

forma.

ind all those composed on the mi
l’WI»*»pb>

Genera MJterature

MUCH

(Continued from Page 18)

well as Ihe Cagaku. They usually beof the Music Department

come members

tars
L

PROGRAMS

PROMISE
tbr

bora of ihc personnel of tbc Mu.it Department. numbering about twenty-five,
can play rite modern western music as

&r CHILDREN

and PREPARATORY

'iJEPT.

Sop!. !l.| ihroujh 27th. CLASSES BEGIN, ScpL
29ih
forjnlumu,lion wrilo or roll: REGISTRAR
157 East 74th Street. Now York 21. N. Y.. REgent
7-U76

•

played by the

sellers

dies), and Ryuteki. or a

seven

finger-holes,

and

employ Taiko. which is a large bass
drum and Shogo or n small gong, anti
also Kakko. a small kettle drum, and

nicy are Koto, or a kind of 13 stringed
larp and Biwa, a kind of lo« -fth 1
“rings. However, ordinarily If
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The fascination of a

Jbu c/iscover

new thrills

each time you play
the

Hammond Organ

Here

is

a richness

Hammond Organ
and ranj;e of

You can vary

the simplest

Hammond
O/tGAN
tUSIC'5

MOST GLORIOUS

VOI.

simply

this

— you

Can

i

irs,

which you

ys that every
hour at the Hammond Organ unfolds fresh adv enturcs! Visit
your dealer and try the Hamn
ril coupon for
i

wil

is

tonal colors

organ can equal. Here are newi orchestral percus
like harp, chimes, bells, xylopl

